It's What's Inside that Matters

October 2017 – Upgrade 17.4

Adds NEW 2017 domestic and Asian coverage including Buick®, Cadillac®, Chevrolet®, GMC®, Lexus®, Toyota®, Nissan®, Infiniti®, Mazda® and Subaru®.

2016 optional European coverage including BMW®, MINI®, Land Rover®, Smart® and Volvo®.

17.4 HIGHLIGHTS

Asian / Domestic / European:

Over 185,000 new Codes, Tests, Tips and Data for 1992-2017 model years:

- Chrysler® Engine Scripted Tests – 15 new automated tests designed to save time. Includes tests such as Catalyst Efficiency Test, Alternator Test, Ram Active Air Box Tests, Calibrations and more.


- Ford® Keyless Fob and Keypad Code Programming – Covers 1996 to current Ford / Lincoln / Mercury vehicles. Program the Keyless Entry Fob to the vehicle or program new code into Keypad if the original is forgotten.

- Ford Mode 6 Data Enhancement – Mode 6 misfire data is now displayed within the regular scanner data stream.

- Hyundai® / Kia® Body Systems – Includes Lane Departure Warning System, Park Assist System and Surround View Camera System.

- Nissan Titan Coverage – Covers both Cummins Diesel as well as 5.6-liter gas engines for Transmission, ABS, Airbag, ADP, BCM, HVAC, IPD, Intelligent Key, TPMS and Wheel Alignment coverage.

- Acura® / Honda® / Mitsubishi® Proprietary Freeze Frame – Allows you to see more detailed freeze frame data gathered when a code is set.


- Harley-Davidson® (Optional) Radio Configuration – Allows you to change the custom configurations in the Radio Module on 2000 to 2013 model years.

- Electronic Parking Brake Functions – Added for 2014 and newer Subaru, 2015 and newer Mazda and Kia vehicles.

With Upgrade 17.4 you now get coverage for more than 4.3 million Fast-Track® Guided Component Tests, including NEW HVAC and Steering System, Mercedes-Benz® Sprinter, Subaru CVT, Ford F450 and F550 and much more.

Reasons You Need Current Diagnostic Software

- Codes, Data, Functional Tests, Resets, Adaptations, Guided Component Tests, Auto ID, One-Touch Code Scan and Clear, plus On-tool Training, Verified Common Replacement Parts and Expert Knowledge. Only Snap-on offers you the FACTORY-LEVEL coverage and advanced features to deliver the answers you need for 22 domestic, 15 Asian and 12 European makes.

- Get over 4.9 million Codes, Tests, Tips and Data for 1981–2017 model years, with the most extensive coverage outside of the factory tool, plus the ability to service vehicles faster and more accurately with more time savings and profit than ever before...

  - Fast boot-up
  - Automatic vehicle ID
  - Exclusives, like SureTrack®
  - Experience-based tips
  - Training at your fingertips on-tool and online

You can’t afford NOT to upgrade!

Just look at the new coverage revenue potential in your upgrade investment!

$63,700

$191,100

1 diagnosis/day* 3 diagnoses/day*

* Calculation based on $20 average diagnostic fee, real repair orders using the average repair dollar amount plus the number of repairs performed each year. You can’t enable the repair if you don’t perform the diagnosis.
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Power Up and Stay That Way

A Snap-on Software Subscription provides comprehensive and consistent coverage and capabilities for late-model and older vehicles. Your diagnostic tool steps up-to-date automatically and you stay at your maximum earning potential as long as you’re subscribed with Snap-on Software.

To learn more about how you can stay on top and save, contact your participating Franchisee or other sales representative, or visit diagnostics.snapon.com/therrogram.
Jaguar®, Mercedes-Benz®, Porsche® and Volkswagen®.

2016 domestic, Asian and European coverage including Acura®, Chrysler®, Dodge®, Ford®, Honda®, Hyundai®, Jeep®, Kia®, Lincoln®, Mitsubishi® and Ram®. Optional European includes Alfa Romeo®, Audi®, FIAT®, Jaguar®, Mercedes-Benz®, Porsche® and Volkswagen®.

17.2 HIGHLIGHTS
Asian / Domestic / European: Over 125,000 new Codes, Tests, Tips and Data for 1997-2016 model years:

Didn't Upgrade to 17.2, Here's What You Missed

- Expanded Body Electrical, GM Diesel, BMW M3 Fuel Injection and more.
- 29,400 Fast-Track Guided Component Tests added, including coverage for Dodge®, GM®, Ford®, Honda®, Hyundai®, Jeep®, Kia®, Lincoln®, Mitsubishi®

Guaranteed Fast Answers with SURETRACK®
Why waste your time and money searching the web when you can get all the answers and more from your Snap-on® diagnostic tool?

You see, every software release includes SureTrack®. A real game-changer. Take advantage of Real Fixes and verified parts replacement records harvested from millions of ACTUAL, completed repair orders. Expert information that can help anyone, regardless of experience level:
- Verified parts replacement records showing successful fixes
- Expert information hot-linked directly from diagnostic trouble codes
- Exclusive insight based on experience from millions of repair orders
- Vehicle-specific fixes based on symptoms, codes and mileage
- Definitive, reliable answers, validated by SureTrack expert technicians

Training Where You Are, When You Need It

Online Training Solutions®
Need an easy way to get answers and the very most out of your Snap-on diagnostic tool? All diagnostic training modules are now available on our web site and YouTube. These in-depth, yet quick-to-view segments deliver high quality product training 24/7, at no charge. You can revisit the training sessions as often as necessary to learn at your own pace and comfort level.

Don’t Get Caught Short in the Bay
Snap-on® Software Subscription keeps you current with constant coverage turning more cars more quickly and accurately. Be ready for every vehicle that rolls into your bay with the most affordable software upgrade program yet.

- New model year coverage and expanded coverage back to 1981
- SureTrack® is the destination for expert knowledge. Subscription ensures you get continuous access
- Get up to $600 annual discount over standard upgrade purchases
- Lowest weekly or monthly payment option

Affordability
A Snap-on Software Subscription is the no-hassle, low-cost way to get updated automatically. In addition, you actually save money† and have the option to make regular weekly or monthly payments, whichever works best for you. This is significant savings for shops and technicians with the lowest software upgrade price available.

Hardware: On-Tool Guided Component Tests

- Simply click on a fault code and see results, including Real Fixes from completed repair orders, shown in a straightforward Complaint, Cause, Correction format (Typical SureTrack results shown on MODIS® Edge).

- On-Tool Experience SureTrack comes with your software at no extra charge ON YOUR TOOL. You get it as part of your software upgrade.

- On-Tool Guided Component Tests
Our diagnostic software offers Guided Component Test procedures including new top level information on platforms with component test capabilities (VERUS®, VERDICT®, MODIS™ and VANTAGE® Families).

Get to the root cause faster with exclusive Guided Component Tests that show how to test, where to connect and what results to look for!